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State Copy Renaming W2 PDFs for Redesign & Import into 
File Archive
This document outlines the steps needed to rename the zipped W2 PDFs created by the (Account Ability) Edge software and placed in a staff share folder 
so that they may be imported into the File Archive so district employees may view their W2s in the Kiosk.

Renaming the W2 PDFs 
This procedure outlines the steps needed to rename the W2 PDF files from (Account Ability) Edge for Redesign districts. 

 w2renameUSPSR Script

W2renameUSPSR will remove spaces and hyphens from last name and also hyphens from ssn.  The space and hyphens 
cause problems
when importing into file archive on redesign because these values are used as delimiters by the file import.  
If they exist
in the name and ssn, the file import cannot deliminate the value correctly.
This procedure should be used to ready w2 archives for districts on the redesign.

Create zip file in archive directory(if doesn't exist already), rename any 'UNKNOWN.pdf' using the correct 
employee id, name and control number
  (UNKNOWN.pdf has resulted when name contains apostrophe like O'CALLAHAN, open pdf to see whose w2 it is)

Remove the csv file from the zip file if there is one
  (the folder for each district may contain the csv file used for renaming and will then be copied to the zip 
file)

In Cygwin:

Navigate to /cygdrive/x/USPS-Archive

run groovy script with correct parameters(1-path to csv file, 2-path to zip file, 3-optional boolean remove 
leading zeros)
  example:

groovy w2renameUSPSR.groovy x:/USPS-Archive/2015-W2\'S/W2_PATRICK\ HENRY\ LOCAL_047597_2015/047597.csv x:/USPS-
Archive/2015-W2\'s/W2_PATRICK\ HENRY\ LOCAL_047597_2015.zip

Log into Cygwin
Navigate to staff share folder
Run the script 

groovy scriptname location of CSVfile  location of zip file third parameter if needed

glore@CVDI-GLORE /cygdrive/s/USPS-Archive
groovy w2renameUSPSR.groovy s:/USPS-Archive/2015-W2\'S/W2_PATRICK\ HENRY\ LOCAL_047597_2015/047597.csv :
/USPS-Archive/2015-W2\'s/W2_PATRICK\ HENRY\ LOCAL_047597_2015.zip
      another example
glore@cvdi-glore2 /cygdrive/u
$ groovy w2renameUSPSR.groovy u:/2019-W2s/W2_SPRINGFIELD_048223_2019/Springfield.csv u:/2019-W2s
/W2_SPRINGFIELD_048223_2019.zip

The user running the scripts must have Java, Groovy and Cygwin installed on their machine. 

There is a third parameter that can be passed to remove leading zeros, if this applies then the command would have a true at the end. 

groovy w2renameUSPSR.groovy s:/USPS-Archive/2015-W2\'S/W2_PATRICK\ HENRY\ LOCAL_047597_2015/047597.csv x:/USPS-
Archive/2015-W2\'s/W2_PATRICK\ HENRY\ LOCAL_047597_2015.zip true



3.  

Import into File Archive

1  Log into USPS Redesign Instance

2. Using the Utilities/File Import, select the following option:

Import Single Zip FIle
Upload Zip file
Import Type: W2 forms
Select tax year: CYYY
Filename delimiters: leave defaults
Filename segment for employee identifier: count the segments until you get to the employee identifier (which is specified next) this 
example it is 10
Employee Identifier: what identifies each PDF for an employee this example is Employee SSN
Select filename segment for control number: count the segments until you get to the control number, this example is 11
Click on load or refresh import preview and make sure everything lines up together
Click on Import zip file

File Archive module must be installed.

SYSTEM/MODULE/FILE ARCHIVE MODULE (refresh page so install take affect)
Two options should appear: UTILITIES/FILE ARCHIVE OR FILE IMPORT

File Archive – three tabs that allow you to see what's been imported.
File Import- used to import the W2's by calendar year.
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